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SUMMARY
exmerlmental lnvestiKation to”obtain blade
design data for high-efficiency axial-flow fans and
compressors was carried out in a two-di.menslonal
low-speed cascade tunnel at the Langley laboratory
of the NACA. The effects of csmbm, solidity, and
stagger on blade tu~ntng angle and the shape of
pressure distributions were ~etermined for a f~mily
of five low-drag airfoils. These airfoils were
cambered for free-air lift coefficient I’romO to 1.8
and were Investigate& at stag~ers of 450 and 600 and
sollditles of 1.0 and 1.5. Blade design charts for
axial-flow fans and compressors were prepared that
give the camber and angle-of-attack setting for any ‘
desired turning angle. Blades chosen from these design
charts operate with an essentially flat pressure distrl-
butlon. A test in a single-stagG test blower showed
that the maximum efficiency occurs near the point at
which the pres?ure d~.etributionis flat. Empirical
equations are given b~ which the perfomnance of an
airfoil in cascade similar to those investigated may
be predicted with sufficient accuracy for blade design.
INTRODUCTION
The increasbd demand for high-pressure and h@h-
effi.clencyaxial-flow compressors and fans, especially
for gas-turbine and jet-propulsionengines, has
necessitated an investigation of design problems. The
present report provides aerodynamic information on
airfoils suitable for use as blower blades. When the
“dimensions, speed, pressure rise, and mass flow of the
compressor or fan are specified, these ‘aerodynamicdata
can be used to design efficient blading.
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The ~tfficulties enoountpred In examhing the
flow around the rotating blades of a blower and In -
isolating three-dimensional.effectsmake lt advisable
tQ do moat of the testi~ on a stationary two-dimensional
oaacade of alrfolla. Although conditions for a stationary
cascade cannot exactly simulate those for rotating blades,
the turning angles and the shapes of pressure distri-
butions cu be obtained with suffiolent accuracy for use
in the design of fans and compressors. The effects of
changes in camber, angle of attackp stagger, and solidity
on these blade characteristics were Investigated and
validated in a test made in the rotating setup. The
present investigation is an extension of the work started
in reference 1, in whlob an.airfoil was tested at only
one condition of staggpr amd so.lwty. The tests were
made in a low-speed two-d~meraslonalcascade tunnel and a
single-stage test blowey at the 3@@ey Memorial Aero-
nautical Laboratory.
$mwxs
lift coefffclen= of tsolm%ed alrfoll . .
llft coefficient referred to mean air
rotor-blacietip diameter, feet
I
force on blades, pounds
rotor speed, revolutions per eeoond
static pressure ahead of blades, pounds per
square foot
static pressure l\2 chord behind bladea, pound~
per square
pressure rise
per square
100al dynamic
foot .
across cascade
foqt (’2-”+ ‘0-”
pressure, pounds per square foot
dynamic pressure.of entering
4quare foot
airs pounds per
I-.
qz dynamic pressure of air 1/2
pounds per square foot
* n. ..-...,... .-.. +
3
chord behind blades,
..1.
q. dynamic pressure of mean air, pounds per square
I foot
/1,
,.
A& pressure-rise coefficient
Q volume rate of flow, hubic feet per second .
Q/nDt3 “quantity coef’fiolent
u solidity (chord of blade divided by 88 between
blades measured parallel to cascadeY
s “blade area,
u velocity of
feet per
V2 velocity of
feet per
Va velocity In
w, velocity of
squme feOt
rotor blade element at radius r,
second
ai~ behind blade relative to casing,
second “
axial direction, feet per second
entering air relative to rotor, feet
& per second -
w~ velocity of air behind blades relative to rotor,
feet per second
W. mean velocity, 1/2 of vector sum of W1 and W2s
feet per secondI ,
~w .@” change in tangential velocity (velocity parallel
to cascade), feet per seoand d
.“ .,
x chordwise distance from leading edge
Y vertical distance from chord
a angle between entering air and chord llne of
blade - .
ad design angle qf attack of airfoil In casoade
(with respect to enter- air)
a. angle”between
blade
mean air ahd chord line of the
~
.
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design angle of rittackof isolated airfoil
angle of’zero llfi for isolated airfoil
stagger angle, an le between perpendicular to
Fcascade and en ering air
mean stagger angle, angle between perpendicular
to cascade and mean air -
ratio of change h tangential component of
velocity ,toaxial velocity
adiabatic efficiency of rotor (reference 3)
angle through whi~ air is turned by blades,
degreea
maa s density of atr, sl~s per cubic foot
.
Cascade tests.- A vertical cro~s section of the
low-speed two-dimensional cascade tunnel used in the
present lnvestlgatio~ is shown in figure 1. The
ttmnel was so constructed that data could be obtained
for any desired stag.peror solidity, and the airfoils
were mounted to allow changes in the angles of’attack
relative to the incoming air. From the region A,
which was kept above atmospheric pressure by a
25-horsepower blower, the air passed through two
3C)-meshscreens into a large ?ettling ahamber. Since
Uuninar-flow regions probably would net be encountered
In an actual blower, a $lnch screen was inserted at
the entrance to the test section to Introduce a small “
amount of turbulence.
Boundary-layer suction slots, 3/16 Inch wide, were
built into the Fide walls 1 chord length ahead of
and.parallel to the cascade of airfoils. This arrangement
ma~ be seen In the horizontal cross section of the tunnel
shown in figure 2, By varying the s~eed of a centrifugal
blower attached to the suction chambers, flow through the
slots was controlled. With the tunnel empty, the flow
was adjusted to make the static pressures along the axis
r
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of. the tunhel approximately constant.
condition was satisfied. a yaw surve”%
5
... .
When this “ .‘“
downstream -. ‘
of the-slot showed tliat:the”f”low”waq”parall-elto
the top -d bottom floors. Flexible plates attached-”.
to the rigid floors extended from 1 chord length
ahead of.the blades to approximately 1/2 chord len&h ‘“ “
downstream (fig. 1). “
The blade sections tested were NACA 65(216)-s9??ies
airfoils scaled down”to 10-percent thickness and
cambered for a unifo~ ~o@ along the”chord (a = 1~0,
reference 2). Tks trailing edges of these atrfoils “
were thickened to maka a more practical section by the
addition of 0.0015x (w@re x 1s the percent-chord
position) to the thic~.esa-d~stributionordinates”..
These altered airfoils ar~ k.ndwnas the NACA 65-series
blower-blade sections (Seference 1). The blade sections
tested, of 5-inch chord and span, were cambered for
free-a3r lift coef~~clents of O, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.8..
$lrdlriatesof the airfoils Bra presented In tables I to V;
cross sections of the aZr.fo$J#are vhown in figure 3.
Blower tests.- The blades for the blower tests
were designed from the two-dimensionalblade-section
data in order to set up vortex flow. A sample calculation
to show how blade camber and angle-of-attack setting
were determ-inedis found in the appendix. Blades havin
~a constant chard of 3 incl.esand a solidity of 1.0 at t e
pitch section (located halfway between the root and the
tip) were used. The blades operated with a clearance of
approximately 0.016 inch between the tips of the blades
and the casing. These blower tests we~e made in the
single-stage test blower shown schematically in figure 4.
The tip diameter was 27.82 Inches; the hub diameter,
21.82 inches. All tests were made at
Or 2405 I’pm. “.
. .
a rotational epeed
. .
Cascade tests.- After the tunnel walls of the
low-speed two.dimensional cascade tunnel had been
rotated to give the dtisiied-stagger,the ciscade o-f
five airfoils~ qpaced to give the correct solidity, wax
sealed to the walls without fillets. Each of the blades
was tested at staggers of 45° and 60° and at solldities .
of 1.0 and 1.5. The flexible floors of the tunnel were
—-
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adjusted to ive the following conditions of an infinite
cascade: (a? constant statlb pressure 1/2 chord length
ahead of the blades, (b) constant angle of entering air
along the cascade and (c) constant angle (averaged
behind each blade~ of exit air along the cascade. Condi-
tion (b) was cheoked by measurements with yaw tubes
1/2 cho~ length ahead of the blades at four stations
along tha cascade. These yaw tubes were used only to set
the flexlble floors and were removed before measurements
in the cascade were taken. Condition.(c) was checkedby
a survey 1/2 chord hngth behind the blades.
Pressures ahead of the cascade were measured by two .
total-head tubes and the row of wall static-pressure
orifices shown In figure 1. The static pressure 1/2 chord
length behind the bladas was assumed to be atmospheric
(reference 1). Tyrnl
T
angles were measured by surveying ~
the central”verticel p me along the oascade with a
cylindrical yaw tube, Ths yaw tube was 1/4 tnoh tn
diameter with two stattc-pr~ssure orifices set at an “ “’.
Included”hngleof 80°. The ‘null” method of taking measure-
ments was used; that 1s, th$ @bo was rotated until both
static-pressure orifices -gfst~rad Equal pressures. Pres-”
sure distributions were obtained from the center airfoil,
which was equipped with pressure orifices. These measure-
ments were taken over a range of angle of attack a that
includeecondltions from a pressure distribution with a
pronounced peak on the lower surface to a pressure distri-
bution with either a pronounced peak on the upper surface
or stalled flow. All tests were run at a Reynolds number - ‘
of approximately 300,000 and a M~ch number of approximately
0.1 based on mean-air conditions.
Blower”tests.- In the single-stage test blower, m -
rad.lalsurveys of’total pressure, static pressure, and
yaw angle were made 1 chord length upstream and ciown-
stream of the blades. The power input was calculated
from the amount of rotation added to the dr. Entrance
conditions to the rotor were set by varying the axial
velocity throu=@ the blower by throttling the inlet
(changing the area of the entrance ports (fig. 4)). This
test was run at a Reynolds number of approximately 500,~0
and a Mach nu?iberof approximately 0.27, both based on
mean-air conditions ??elatlveto tbe rotor.
=. — —- -—
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- From stationary tw”o-dimensional
casca~es s, t e anile through which the air was
turned G was found for a mnge of airfoil angle of
. attack a. These data are presented in figures 5
., to 8. Repeat runs indicated that these “resultswere
p const~t”~ztwithin $. The cascade, within the scope
\ and experimental aocuracy of the Investigation, shows
the characteristics of the infi~j.te-soltdltycase;
that 1s, de/da 1s close to unity.
Although the test? of the symme,trlcalblades are
of little general use in the design of blower blades,
an examination of the tests shows the effect of blade
.thiclmesson turnl~ an~le. The plots of turning angle
against angle of attack for these airfoils (figs. 5
to 8)~ that, at a = 0°, there Is a definite amount
of turninG of the air In a direction ~pposite to that
induced by camberl~ the Birf’oil@. This negative value
of 9, which !ndl.catcsa pressure drop, becomes more
ne~ative with increasing solidlty and stagger. ThiB
effect may be expected u~on consideration of the velocities
Induced by a cascade of blades of finite thickness set
at a stagEer. The effect will decrease with decreases
in thiclzzees.
The variation of turz.lqjan~le alon~ the blade
from yaw surveys behind the rotor in the single-stage
test blower are presented in figure 9. These result
are for the rotor bla~s operating approximately 4.88
above and 2.7* and 5.2 below the design angle of
attack (10.20). The broken-line curves are for the .
angles predicted from the two-dimensional cascade studies.
The test points presented are for regions in which the
blade--o-p%ratedoutside the wall boundary layer. The
predicted angles for these points check the measured -
angles within approximately 1°$ The effects of tip
clearance may be th~ cause of the larger deviation at
the tip. .
Reference 1 presents a simple equation for the ‘
prediction of turning angles that, for the range tested, .
gave fairly accurate results.. This equation Is of the
form
e ~lc(a - azo)
I —.*. . .
___ -.. — . ..— —
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The values of the empirical factor. ‘k, including the
one evaluated in reference 1, are presented In the
following table:
-. I -+-----
Stagger
(deg) I Solidity I k
1.0 0.9
:: 1.0
60 ::: “ .75
60 1.5 .9
An approximate zero-lift angle can be calculated
by use of’an actual lift coefficient equal to 60 percent
of the theoretical lift coefficient at zero angle of
attack and an average slope o-f0.09 for the”lift curve.
These values were obtained from the tests presented
herein for the family of lsol&ted airfoils in the
cascade tunnel.
By use of these empirical relations, the turning
an@e for cambered klades in the ran~,etested may be
predicted to within approximately 1°.
Pressure distributions.- The pressure distributions
over the center bl.aileOF the cascades are presented In
figures 10 to 29, in which the ratio of local dynamic
pressure to mean dynamic pressure is plotted against
percent-chard position, These pressure distributions
cannot be used to Fet lift coefficients because of an
erronems pressure rise (discussed in the sec.tlon
entitled ‘iPressureriselt).The shape of the diagram,
however, is essentially correct. I!yan arbitrary
resetting of the ends’of the flexible floors, the pres-
sure rises could be ckanged *15 percent without affGctlng
the shape of the pressure distributions or the turning
angle. TWs insensitivity may be dub to the large
boundary layers on the walls aridfloors. Wnce the
shapes may be assumed correct, they are used to indicate
good operating angles of attack. The angle of attack
at which a flat pressure distribution- (approximately .
uniform load with no peaks) was obtained was designated
tke design point. On eack side of this desi.pypoint,
there is a ran~e of approximately 3° in which no pronounced
-
— ..—
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peaks are encountered; This range varied with the .
camber of the biades and with the entrance conditions.
,%-
An examination of the distributions shows that -
the load$ngs of’the high-cambered blades - the
NACA 65-(12)10 and the NACA 65-(18)10 blades (figs. 22
to 29) - were not so uniform as the low-camber blades
but dropped over the back half”of the airfoil. The
same effect occufisfor the isolated airfoils (figs. 30
to 34).
The theory by which these airfoils were cambered
is essentially a th~n-airfoil theory and does not apply
to high cambers. The airfoils are also designed on the
assumption of constant velocity in the stream and flow
parallel at some distance ahead of c.ndbehind the airfoil.
The blade in cascade, operates fn a pegion In which the
velocity 1~ decreasl~ and the streamlines ahead of and
behtnd the cascade are usually not parallel. These
differences between cascade and t~olated-airf’oilconditions
fur%hb.dunload the rear poz%l’onof the airfoil. In order
to obtain Uniform loadln~ for high-cambered blades In
ctiscade,a new method of cambering that presupposes
cascade operhtlng conditions must be developed.
For the 60°-stag~er case, the flat pre~sure distri-
bution could not be obtained at any angle of attack,
although some distributions did not show sharp peaks.
For the NACA 65-(18)10 blade, flaw over the top surface
stalled before the high peak on the bottom surface had
disappeared (fl.gs.28 and 29). It hag not been definitely
ascertained that this stalling is due entirely to the
blade. The stalling of the flow over the top surface
might have been caused by the stalling of tl:ewalls and
wall-blade junctures, which could not support the extremely
high pressure rise. A single-test wa~ made with roughness
strips on the leading edge of’the blades to si~late
Reynolds numbers higher than the usual operatinC value
(fig. 29) but no noticeable effects were found. .Further.
tests h a rotating machine seem necessary to validate
these data.
Pressure rise.- The pressu~e rises measured in the
low-speed two-dimensional cascade tunnel were found to
be lower than those measured in the rotating setup. A
rough evaluation of the pressure-rise coefficient from
the low-speed two-dimensional cascade tests was made
---1 -..1,1--1-,.,,.--,--,-,-,,.,--.-..-,.- ,,—, . . , ..,--,,.,, , ,, , , !-. 1. . . .1-. .- .1.-... . . . . ..—.—
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corresponding to the conditions at the root, pitch,
and tip of the rotor blade at an angle of attack 2.7°
below the design angle of”attack. These values
were 4P/q. = 0.326, 0.314, and 0.290, respectively;
whereas the test-blower pressure-rise coefficient at
#
the pitch section was equal to 0~360 (fig. 35).’..This
low pressure rise predicted from’ cascade tests maybe
attributed to one or both of the following causes:
(a) The ‘flexible floors can be adjusted to satisfy the
co~ditions of an infinite cascade ahead of the blades
and to give a constant bl~t not correct static pressure
behind the blades. This condition “was shown by a
cnafiging of the ;etting of the flexible floors (mentioned
in the section entitled. ’~PfiessuTe.distributiog~’) . (b):The
boundary-layer slots ‘remove ‘th~ebo!;ndary layer on the ,
walls developed up to the slot. Tn the”distance from
the slots to the blades, however, new bolmdary layers
develop on the walls. In going thraugh the cascade,
the air passin~ over the blades starts with a zero-
thickness boundary layer on ti]e leading ed~e. The
walls, which experience the same pressure rise as the
blades, :ncur high’ I.OSSCS clue to the already well--
developed boundary layer. In the extreme cases, the
wall boundary layers actually sepa~ated while the
blades were still unstal,led. These losses resulted
in a decrease j.n t!?e pressu,re ri~e obtained. In
comparis~orl with tk~e effects ,of the wall boundary layer,
the effects of the blade boundary layer were small.
The ratio of the theoretical pressure rise to the
mean dynar.ic ures,~ure may be calculated from
(la)& = ~12 - ~~22
% T;I02
,.
or, in ter-ms of the angles,
(See fig. 15.) This equ.atfon, which is calculated from
the simple Bernoulli equation (reference 1), assumes
incompressible flow and no losses. Equations (l),Can
.-.
—.
,.
. .
“.. ”
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be used to Galeulate the pressure piaq through a
rotor, If velocitlee and anglw.sar~ taken relative
to the rotor. These theoretical p~qgsure-rise coef~
ficlen~H”-(fj.g~.36)were calouxated f~om .the.t~n$ng ...
qngle~ pred$cted on the basis of two-dimenslanal
tests for’the three oondltions at wh~ch pressures
were meaa~ed In the test bl~wer. 4?hetest points
show that appro~lmately 90 percent of the theoretical
pressure rise is obtained if the ~~ade Is operating’
at or near the maximum efficiency, Tt is thus evident
that the theoretical pressure rise g$ves a more accurate
approximation than -thecascade tests to ac-tualmeasur@-
menta. The plots show deviations-causedby tip clearance
stmilar to those of the tur@ng-an@q plots (fig. 9).
.Llft~oeffiolent.- IZ the drag forces are neglected,
the lift of a’blade in oascade may be resolved into two
b-omponents: (1) the force parallel to the stagger line
(line Parallel to the row of blades) due to turning of
the air and (2) the force perpendicular to the stagger
llne due to the preseure rise. 91nce the pressure rise
measured In ca~cade is low, the lift coefficients calcu-
lated from these te~ts also w311 he low. This low pres-
sure rige also invalidated the use of the pressure distri-
bution for this calculation. .,
The theoretical lift coefficient of an airfotl in
cascade based on mean velocity, wit,hno losses and with
incompres~ible flow assumed, may be calculated frsm the
“followingequation (similar to equation (4) in reference 1)z
which reduces to
.
Z&va
%Q = ~
. .
\ Q
.
.
The lift”coefficient for bladq sections of the teq.t
blower mey be calculated by use of the theoretical
pressure rise and the predloted turning angles~ ~hqs+
calculated coefflqients will be aocurate within 5
to 10 percent, since the’actual preimme near design
..
#— ---- .
.-
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is 90 percent of the theoretical”pressure and’the
actual turnhg angles check the predicted angles
within 1°. A plot of Cl against e is shown In
figure 37 so that, if des?red, the data may be interp-
reted in terms of CLO.
Lift coefficients for the $solated-airfoil tests
were calculated from the pressure distributions and are
plotted against angle of attack in figure 38. For the
type of loading used (a = 1.0, reference 2), the angle
of attack at which the theoretical pressure distribution
and CL should be obtained”is zero. For low camber .
(low theoretical lift cQefficlents) this angle actually
falls between 0° and 2°. The tests of the high-cambered
airfoils, hawever, show that the deviation increases
with camber; for the lJACA65-{1J3)1Oblower blade, a
pressure distrlbutian similar In shape to the theoretical
pressure di~~rlbutlon is.not obtained until an angle of
attack of ~ is reached. Approximately 60 percent of
the theoretical lift.!s bbtal.nedat a = OO. In figure 39,
the Cl. for the design poi~ta in cascade Is plotted
“against-thetheoretical design Cz for the isolated air-
foii: For all cases except that in which ~ = 45° and
o = Z.o, the limlting cascade
th~z~ur~~ ~~a~~e~~dicateWhen (3= 45° and a = 1.0,
that some gain may be made by blades of higher camber
than those tested herein. This -curveshows also that,
for high cambers, the design lift coefficient in cascade
is considerably beh~.that of the isolated-airfoil. ~he
basis for blade compqqif!onis thus notdlrectl 12ft
+coeff$ctent but tke pressure rise that the-b ~d-9a-cg_n-
wlthstand without ahall~~ For example, the NACA 65-.-+8),l,~
blades stalled in cascade at @ = 60°, whereas the
Isolated airfoil was completely unstalled.
3L*,
TMEI pressure
rise is the sum of the pressure rise due to turning and
that due to the load and thickness distributions of the
blade. The results obtained indicate that thinner blades
would be better for high-pressure-rise conditions, but
the consequent smaller nose radius would decrease the
range of peak-free operation.
Design canditians ahd efficiency.- From the data
available on low-drag airfoils (reference 2), it 1s.
evident that minimum drag occurs when the airfoil pressure
dlstrlbutlon Is eseentlally flat - that is, when no
I
. .
. .
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veloolty peaks “areexperienced. Since achievement of
high efficiency was one aim of the present investigation,
this flat distribution was taken as,the design p,o~nt.
The advantages of.operating at this design point can be
seen from a comparison of two designs having the.same
liftl The blade operating with a flat distribution
will have lower losses and therefore higher efficiency “
than a blade with a peaked distribution. The blade
wtth flat distribution will also allow higher rotational
speeds before the critical speed is.rbached and con-
sequently will give higher pressure rises per stapje.
This use of a flat pressure distribution to attain high
efficiencies was shown $n the blower tests, The efficiency ‘
. measured at this design point”is’very close to the maximum
efficiency (fig. 40). The design blade-operating angle
of attack and the volume flow check those at maximum
efficiency withih the experimental accuracy (~0.5° for
turning angles, tO.7 percent for efficiencies).
The design point for each blade at each condition
was obtained from an examination of the pressure distri-
butions and is notad on each figure (figs. 10 to 29).
These data are pre~ented in the form of design charts
(figs. 41(a) and 41(b)). The charts are derived for the
family of airfoils within the range of entrance candltions
tested. Little is known of the effects of changes In
blade thickness and load dlstrlbutiqn. If entrance condi-
tions are known, the designer can select the camber and
angle-of-attack settln~ for any desirsd turnl~ angle from
the charts. This process may be reversed if the best
performance of a given blade is desired.
For the design points, the angle of attack of the
isolated airfoil was found to be approximately 2° lower
than the angle of attack with respect to the mean air of .
the airfoil in cascade. The design angle of attack in .
free air may be obtained from the equation
ai = 3C2 + 0.50
. .
which 1s derived from the.isolated-alrfo~l tests. By
use of these relations to predict the angle of”:attack
for the desism rmessure distribution in free air and in
cascade and by ~se of”the empirical.equation for turning
angle, the performancec.of’”anirfoil In cascade near
maximum efficiency may be predicted with sufficient
accuracy for low-drag airfoils of the type investigated.
—.. .—. .—.-.. .
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W reference 1, approximate evaluations of”the
losses through a cascade were made from total-pressure
surveys and pressure-rise measurements. These results
agreed at the one angle investigated, but subsequent
tests have not validated thie a~reement. The pressure-
rise data usually showed considerably higher losses than
the tot-al-pressuresurveys. Since the blade losses are “
dependent an the pressure rise experienced by the blade,
no efficiency measurements can be obtained from the
stationary-cascade data.
APPLICATION OF DATA
A sample calculation of t%e desi~n
blade section is shown ~n tlieappendix.
corresponds approximately t~ the des~gn
for a typical
This design
of the pitch
section of the blade tes%d in the sl~le-stage-test
blower. In tho desl~r.or a blower, certain specifi-
cations must be met - far exaaple, the entrance condi-
tions, the pressura rise, the rotational speed, and
perhaps the number of blades. A vector diagram
corresponding to the entrance conditions and similar
to the diagram in figure 42 may be set up. Since the
pressure rise and efitrsmcevelocity are known, the .
exit velocity may be calculated frorl
&p = (+ Yilz- lip ) asSume~ z-” .Sfstic p@SSurC YISL
lb+4 ~<C35wfc ~isas.-dw
by the use of an average value of density calculated by~’-J$
from entrance and exit pressure~. After the velo”citles
are known, the turning angle and the stag~er can be
calculated from simple trigonometric relations. The
chosen solidity can be checked only by a completion of
the design to see if’it will Cive the desired performance
within the range covered by the charts.
The desl”flncamber (in terms of the theoretical Cz
of the Isolated airfoil) is found from the design chart
(fig. 41(a).)by use of the entrance conditions and the
calculated turning angle. On a vertical line drawn
through the turning-angle value, an interpolation fs
made for stagger. From this point, a horizontal line is
drawn until it intersects the set.of curves on the right
of the figure. Along this horizontal line, an inter- “
polation Is made for solidity and stagger. The re~ultlng
-,,
.
,.
.
.
,
—-
l
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point gives the desi
r
camber of the blades. On the
q.econddesign curve fig. 41(b)), a vertical line Is
drawn through the-b~er just determined and ah inter-
polation is made for stagger. Atmthe locatedpoint, a
horizontal line is drawn intersecting the curves on the
right where a horizontal interpolation is then made for
Bolidlty. “This final point gives the an@e-of-att6tck
setting for the blade. ,“ .
The.,proceduremay be repeated for as many blade
sections as desired for tbe setting up”of any required
flow pattern”. For rno~toases, however, it Is sufficient
to design.t~e blade-at thfieesectiom and.fair among them.
CONCXJJDING REWARKS
..
An experimental Investigation of the characteristics ““
of a family of low-drug &lrfoils In c=scade and in free
air was made in a two%dimqn~ional low-speed cascade tunnel
at the Langley laboratory of the NACA: Based upon this
investigatflon,design charts “Qrepresented which, if the
operating parameters are knownb will pive fan and com-
pressor blades and set’thgs for,hl~h-efficiency operation.
The charts are derived from two=dimenslonal tests to give
blades operatinp with an essent}A.llyflat pressure distri-
bution.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee fon,Aeronautics ‘
Langley Field, Va.
.
. .
. .
. #
-.
*.
.
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APPENDIX
SAMPLE BLADE-SEOTION CALCULATION
.- The following data are given for
the B- -section calculation:
Mass density of air, d~cu ft . . . . . “0.002378
Pressure rise, Ap, J%lqft..o. o..... 50
Solidity, u . . . . .- . .. . l . . . . . . . . . 1.0
A.xtalVelocity, V ,
Rotational speed, %,”%X:C:: ::::::::: %
Procedure.- From the equation
the velocity leaving the rotor .W2 may be calculated
to be equal to 272 feet per second. These data are now
sufficient to draw the following vector diagram of the
flow entering and leaving the rotor: ,
,.
.
,
0
~c o
/?’ ~
~ / W
~\, +00 u .
h
e A
L
E
\$> m
From this diagram, the angles (1 and 9 may be calcu-
lated as ~ = 49.75° and e = 13.75°.
In figure 41(a) a vertical line is drawn through
e = 13.7S0 an an Interpolation is made along this line
for p #=.49.75 . Through this point a horizontal line
Is drawn to interseot the set of.curvas on the ri@t.
!3inoethe solidity is equal-to 1.0, no interpolation is
necessary and a camber of 0.81 (design CL in free afr)
is obtained.
*
.,
..— .
. .
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On the second curve “(ftg.41(b)), a vertical line
isr~awn tly?oughthe osmber just determined (0,81) and ~ ~
.-
an Inierpolat-lonis made for f3= 49.?5°. A horizontal ~
line 1s now &awn through the point just determined.to
Intersect the set of curves on the right. A horizontal7.. tnterpolatlon for solldlty (no interpolation In this case)
gives for the airfoil an”angle of attack of 11.2° with
respect to the incoming air.
.
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TABLE I
ORDINATES FOR NACA 65-010 BLOWER BLADE
[Derived from NACA 65(216)-010 airfoil combined with
Y = 0.0015x; stations afi ordtnates in percent.of chord”]
.Upper surface
x
o
.5
.75
1.25
2.5
:::
::
20
25
::
40
45
50
55
~.
65
;:
80
::
1%
--- ..—-.
Y
o
.752
.890
1.124 -
1.571.
2 l 222
2 l 709
3.111
3.746
4.218
4.570
4.824
4.982
5.057
5.029
4.870
4.570
4.151
3,627
3.038
2.451
1.847
1.251
.749
.354
.150
Lower surface
I
x
o
:;5
1,25
2.5
10
:: .
25
30
35’.
40 “
%
55
60
::
75
80
85
90
1%
Y .’
—.I
o
-.752
-.890
-1.124
-1.571
-2.222
-2,709
-3.111
-3.746
-4.218
-4.570
-4.824
-4.982
-5.057
-5.029
-4.870
-4.570
-4.151
-3.627
-3.038
-2.451
-1.847
-1.251
-.749
-.354
-.150
---i
L.E. radius: 0.666 i
i
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0RDINAT3S FOR NACA 65-410 BLOWER BtiE
.[Derived-from NACA 65(216)w41O alrfoll combined with
.:Y’= 0.”O015X;stations and ordinates in percent of chord]
.Upper”surface
.-
x I Y
0
.375
.613
1.095
2.318
4.793
?.284
9.783
14.793.
19.814
24.840
29.870
34.902
39.935
44.968
50.000
55.029
60.054
65.071
70.082
75.086
80.081
85.070
90.052
95.033
100.033
0
.842
1.020
1.327
1.932
2.844
3.548
4.137
5 l 086
5.806
6.357
6,765
7.044
7.199
7.219
7.076
6.762
6.291
5.686
4.994
4.238
3.434
2.607
1.781
.985
.146 ~
Lower surface
x
o
~625
.W
1 l 40s
2.682
5“.207
7.716
10.217
15”.2C7
20.186
25.160
30.130
35.098
40.065
45.032
50.000
54.971
59.946
64.918
69.918
74.914
79.919”
. 84.930
89.948
94;967
99.967
Y“
o
-.642
-.740
,-.899
-10188
-1.580
-1.65Q
-2.069
-2.394
-2.622
-2.777
-2.877
-2.924
-2.915
-2.339
-2.664
-2.382
-2.007
-1.566
-1.106
-.658
-.250
.085
.287
.279
-.146
L.E. radiua: 0.666“
.-..
. .— . —.
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TABIJZIII
“ORDINATESFOR NACA 65-810 BLOWER BLADE
[Derived from NACA 65(216)~&10 airfoil combined with
Y.= 0.0015x; stations and ordinates in percent of chordl
Upper surface
x
o“–
#260
.486
l 949
2,143
4.591
7.072
9.569
14.589 “
19.629
24.681
29.740
34.804
39.870
44.936
50.000
55.058
60.107
65.143
70.164
75.171
90.162
05.137 .
90.104
95.065
100;048
Y
— —.——
.0
.913
1.130
1.510
2.274
3.448
4.371
5.149
6.415
7.386
6.139
8.705
9.098
9.339
9.409
9.282
8.950
8.434
7.744
6.922
6.025
5.024
3.935
2.810
1.612
.142
.—— — —-
Lower surface
x I
I
Y
o i
.740
10014
1:551
2.857
5,409
7.928
10.431
15.411
20.371
25.319
30.260
35.196
40.130
45.064
50.000
54.942
59 l 893
64.857
69.836
74.029
79.838
84.863
89.896
94l 935
99.952
0
-.513
- l 570
-.654
- l 786
-.920
- l 9’79
-1,013
-1 l 031.
-1.018
-.979 ,
-,929 ‘
-.858
- l 771
-.649
-.458
- l 190
l 134
l 496
.854
1.135
1.344
1.449
1.326 “
.916
-.142
L.E. radius: 0.666
—— — .—.
.——- .. .---- -. . —.-—— ----- . .- . .
. .+
.
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TABLE iv
ORDINATES I?OR’NACA 65-(12)10 BLOWER ”BLADE
[Der5ved from NACA 65(216)-(12)10 airfoil combined with
.. Y =.O.0015X; stations and ordinates”in percent of chord]
-’ —....-.
Upper surface t Lower surface
x. Y x Y
o o“ o 0
l 161 .971 . .839 -l371
.374 1.227 1.126 . -.387
.817 1.679 1.683 -.395
1.981 . . 2.599 “ . 3.019
-.367
4.399 4 l 035 .‘5.601 -.243
6.868 5.178 8.132 - l 090
9.361 ~~ 6.147 10.639 .057
14.388 7.734 . “’ 15.612 .342
19 l 477 8.958 20.553 .594
24.523 9.915 25.477 .825
29.611 10.640 30.389 1.024
34.706 11.153 35.294 1.207
39.E?04 11.479 40.196 1.373
‘44.904 . 11.598 45.096
.50.000
1.542
11.480 50.000 . 1.748
B55.087 11.139 54.913 2.001
‘60.161 10.574 59.839 . 2.278
G5.214 9.8C1 64.786 2.559
70.245 8.860 69.755 2.804
.75.256 7.808 “ 74.744 2.932
80.242 6.607 79.759 2 l 945
-~ ‘g; ‘!_-
L.E. radius:. 0.666
— .—
I
p
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TABLE V
0RDINATE9 FOR NAOA 65-(18)10 BLOWER BIADE
[Derived from NACA 65(216)-(18)10 a~rfoil combined with
y=. 0.0015~; stations and ordinates in percent of chord]
U~per surface
I rower surfa~
x
0.
l 04q
.240 “
.654
1 l 77.D
4 l 137
6.583
9.066
14.097
19i179
24’.289
29 l 419
34.560
39.707
44.856
509000
55.131
“60.241
65.320
70.381
75.381
90.360
85.302
90, 22s
“95.138
100.091
Y x
o
1 l 049
1.359
1.916
3.065
4.891
6.365
7.620
9.692
11.301
12.569
13 l 53’?
14.233
14.688
14.882
14.9797
14.423
13.783
12.883
11.764
10.476
8.976
7.271
5 l 367
3 l 170
,120
0
l 954
1.260
1.846
3.230
5.863
8.417
10.934
15 l 903
2!0.821
25.711
30.581
35.440
40.293
45.144
50.000
54.869
59.759
64.680
69.6Z4
74.619
79.640
84.698
89.775
94.862
99.909
L.E. radius: 0.666
Y
o
-.149
-.099
.010
.283
l 797
1.267
1.686
2 l 422
3.027
3,541
3.959
4 l 307
4.590.
4 l 828
5.057
5.287
5.495
5.657
5.732
5.634
5.352
4 l 843
3,939
2.518
- l 120
..—— .——— ——. ——. .—
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A;1
,1
II
II
II
II
II
II
‘1
II
~1
II
Ii
‘1
I,1
II
,1
1[
,1
II
,:
:1
1:
II
II
II
I
Screen to Intrcduce
turbulence
\L I
I
—Flexible floors
I
I Static-pre88ure or3.fice8
P
I
I
I
I
I
Rotating walls
Settling chamber
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l?ig~e l.. vertical cross section of two-dimensional low-speed cascade
tunne1.
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Figure 2.. Horizontal cross section of two-dimensional low-speed cascade
tunne1.
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Figure 3.- NACA 65.ser~e8
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Figure 5.- Turning-angle characteristics; p = 450; ~ = 1.0. (Short
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~igme 9.. variation of turning angle along the blade showing
a comparison of measured values from test blower
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Figure 10.. Sect Ion pressure distributions. Cascade Of NACA 65-010
blower-blade sections; p = 450; u = 100; ad = 4.00.
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Figure 11.- Section pressure distributions. Cascade of NACA 65-010
blower-blade sections; P = 45°; u = 1.5; ad = 4.0°.
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Fieure K.- Section pressure diatrlbutionn. Cascade of NACA 65-010
blower-blade sections; p = 600; o = 1.00; ad = 3.0°.
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F“~gme 15. - SeotiloII Premsure dlstrlbutionn. cascade Or NACA 65-o1o
blower-blade sections; p = 600; 0 = 1.5: ad =2.Oo.
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Figure I.!I..Section pressure distrlbutlnns. Cascade of NACA 65-410
blowor-blade sections; p = 45°; o = 1.0; ad = 80.
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Figure 15.- Section pressure distrlbutlonn. Cascade of NACA 65-lI1o
blower-blade aectlona; p = 450; o = 1.5; ad = 9.00.
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Figure 16.- Section. pressure distributions. Cascade of NACA 65-LI1o
blower -bla”de sections; (3= 60°; o = 1.0; ad = 6.5°.
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Figure 17.. Section pressure distributions. Cascade of NACA 65-l&o
blower-blade sections; p = 600; u = 1.5; ad = 8.o .
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Figure 18.- Section pressure dlatrlbutlona. Cascade of NACA 65-810
blower-blade sections; 13= L150;u = 1.0; ad,= 11.5°.
NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 19
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Fi6Ure 19.- Sect Ion pressure distributions. Cascade of NACA 65-81o
bl~er-blade sectlOn~: P = 45°;o = 1.5;ad= +2.80.
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Figure 20.. Sect Ion pressure dlstrlbut ions. Cascade of NACA 65-810
blower-blade aectlonn; p = 600; u = 1.0; ad = 10.2°.
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NACA ACR No. ” L5F07a Fig. 21
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Figure 21. - Section pressure distributions. Cas_cade of NACA 65-810
blower-blade ,qe~tlona; p = 600; o = l.ij; ad = 12.700
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NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 22
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Figure 22.. Section pressure distributions. Cascade of IJACA 65-(I2)1o
blower-blade sections; p = 450; u = 1.0; ~ = 15.00.
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Figure Z5. - Section pressure distrf’butlons. Cascade of NACA 65-(L2)1o
blower-blade sections; p = )+50; o = 1.5; ad = L6,.70.
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NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 24
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Figure 24.. Section pressure distributions. Cascade of NACA 65-(12)10
blower-blade sections; 13= 600; ‘J = 1; ad = ti.l”.
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Figure Z5. - Section pressure dlcmributlona. Cascade Of NACA 65-(12)10
blower-blade sections; p = 600; o = 1.5; ad = 1<.6°.
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~’l,qure 26.-a:”Llectionprensure distributions. Caacade of NACA 65-(18)10
blower-blade sections; p = )450; o = 1.0; ~. = ZOOOO.
NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 27
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FIwe 27. - Section pressure distrlbut ions. Cascade of NACA 65- 18)1o
&blower-blade sections; p = l+5°; u = 1.5; w = 22.5 .
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NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 28
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Figure 28. - Sectlon pressure distributions. Cascade of NACA 65-(18)1o
blower-blade sections; (3= 600; o = 1.0; no pal-.
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Figure 29..Section pressure distributions. Cascade Of NACA 65-(18)10
blower-blade sectlona; p = 600; 0 = 1.5; no ad.
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Pigurm30.- Soctlon presmre dlatributiom. Isolated NACA 65-o1o
blower-blade section; ad = .~”.
NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 31
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Figure 31.. Section preaaure diatributlona. Isolated liACA 65-4J.o
blower-blade aeotion; ad = 2°.
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NACA 65-810
INACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 33
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Figure 33.- Sectionpressure diatributicm. Isolated NACA 65-(u2)1o
blower-blade section; ad = 4°.
NACA ACR No. L5F07a Fig. 34
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elated NACA 65-(18)10
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Figure 35.- Varlation of ratio of pressure rise to tian dynamic pressure
along the blade showing a comparison of measured values
from test blower and values predicted from cascade turning
angles.
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Figure 36.- Variation of theoretical Ap/qo with turning angle for
the two conditions of stagger tested.
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Figure38.-Liftcharacteristicsof fiveNACA65-seriesblower-blade
sections t08t0d as Isolated airfoils. (Short line
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Figure bO.- Efficiency characteristlca of teetrotorshowingpredicted
designcondition.
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